### Program Goals
1. Establish and maintain an *eruv* in central Fairfax.
2. Retention of young families
3. Attraction of new families

### Proposal
**Fairfax Eruv**

**Funding**
$35,000

**Category**
New - NOVA - Innovation

### Metrics
- **30 local families supporting Fairfax Eruv**
- **20 out of area families supporting Fairfax Eruv (Post-Covid)**
- **350 shomer Shabbat visitors (Post-Covid)**
- **60 individuals receiving update emails**
- **90 individuals receiving update emails**
- **52 weeks per year that the eruv is inspected**

- Permission from Dominion Power
  - Permission received
- Lechi installed on all utility poles
- **Eruv declared kosher and operable by consulting Rabbi**